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Abstract
Transferring content between personal, mobile devices and
collaborative devices in digital environments is important to
achieve high involvement of users. We present our lessons
learned on practises implementing solutions for this issue,
specifically considering large interactive surfaces. We de-
scribe possible use cases when content transfer might oc-
cur as well as different implementations of our research
group and their pros and cons. Motivated by feedback from
companies who use our applications as well as our own
usage we compare the solutions and provided a set of five
guidelines to consider when implementing an integration of
mobile devices into digital environments.
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INTRODUCTION
With digital collaborative devices designed to work together
in co-located environments becoming more common and
personal mobile devices being omnipresent, it is neces-
sary to rethink how to combine these two device classes



Figure 1: Overview of a multi-display environment. The different
devices are highlighted in color. The digital whiteboard (orange)
represents the collaborative device, while digital paper (blue), as
well as personal digital devices, such as a tablet or smartphone
(green) represent possible private devices.

in a productive sense. While tabletops or interactive white-
boards provide many benefits for collaborative work in a
meeting or workshop, we have to consider how to provide
ways for easing participation and accessing data that is
available on personal devices or in personal storages. This
might happen as part of a prepared presentation, within a
well-defined creative technique, or spontaneously during a
discussion. Generally, the big challenges when sharing and
transferring content are not of technical nature but regard-
ing interaction and social protocols.

In this abstract we share the insights we gained by imple-
menting various solutions in the domain and testing them
with end-users in the field. Our solutions integrate digital
paper as well as mobile devices, such as tablets or phones
with interactive whiteboards. We discuss the conceptual

problems that arise in this context and provide suggestions
for possible solutions to mitigate the effort a transfer of con-
tent always means for an individual user or a group.

RELATED WORK
In contrast to tabletops that inherently provide a private (or
semi-public) space [12], large vertical surfaces hardly pro-
vide enough space where users can work without being
observed by others. Being in the spotlight can not only be
stressful for the single user in front of the whiteboard, but
can also be distracting to the other group members, who
start observing. Thus, digital meeting environments started
to include laptop and tablet PCs [13], PDAs [2], or paper [4]
to provide a surface that can be used in private and shared
later if required.

Over the years many digital environments included this prin-
ciple. Some use physical sticky notes that are digitized by
putting them on the digital surface [7, 1]. Hilliges et al. [5]
used a tabletop as a shared personal device, while the ver-
tical display represents the public space. While all these
concepts only provide a very small, sticky note sized area
for idea expression, TEAMSTORM [3] proposes an inter-
esting concept for more elaborated work. Besides a shared
organization space on the collaborative device, it provides a
private drawing area and a decoupled private organization
area to organize own designs.

Others investigated a more flexible input redirection [6] and
direct interaction using Pick-and-drop [11]. Proximity based
interaction [8] also provides an elegant interaction possibil-
ity. However, the required tracking is expensive and hard to
implement in a productive setting.



USE CASES
Many interactive environments used in meetings and work-
shop scenarios use 2D spaces to produce content or to ar-
range assets. While on tabletop systems people sit or stand
around a table, all interacting with the collaborative device,
horizontal surfaces, such as interactive whiteboards are of-
ten controlled by a small subset of the group or even by a
single moderator. Especially then the possibility for others
to contribute content using personal devices is important.
The access or transfer of produced content happens in dif-
ferent situations. Understanding these use cases, provides
a key to understand how to provide better integration.

Presentation
One loose and easy to handle situation is a presentation.
It is typically prepared in advance and providing a transfer
or display is not required instantly but can take some setup
time. The preferred way of interaction can differ severely
between users. While some persons prefer to transfer or
access the presentation on the shared device, others might
want to use their personal device and just use the shared
surface as a display. A screen mirror (e.g. via a capture
card) provides an elegant possibility but makes the content
accessible (and copyable), which might be a security issue.

Individual Content Creation
Individual Content Creation is used in diverse creativity
techniques to create a large number of ideas in a short
time. Other scenarios include minute taking or private cre-
ation of an idea during the meeting, without distracting the
others or feeling observed. Digital paper as used in [4, 10]
provides an interesting medium in this regards, however, it
can be limiting as it does not allow for researching and ac-
cessing digital content. In any case floor control to show,
present, and share content has to be possible for the indi-
vidual user.

Breakout Sessions
Related to individual content creation, breakout sessions
are common in workshops. The small group that works on a
subtopic requires ways to capture their ideas and creations
to later feed them back into main document. Typically, mul-
tiple collaborative devices are not available, so private de-
vices can fill this gap. Nevertheless, lightweight collabora-
tive tools would be beneficial in this use case.

Feedback
Personal devices can be used to efficiently gather feedback
and foster direct participation. Possible scenarios are voting
between different ideas or doing a quick survey during a
presentation. The results can be shown on the collaborative
device and used in the next steps.

IMPLEMENTATIONS
Over the years our group developed manifold solutions for
transferring content created by individuals to the collabora-
tive device. In the following we present the different solu-
tions for interactive whiteboards.

Dedicated Viewer
One of the first solutions, developed specifically for the use
of digital paper, was a standalone application1 as used in
[4, 10]. Written pages were synced and could be organized,
grouped, compared, and presented (see Figure 2). How-
ever, most importantly it served as a hub that enabled to
copy content into other applications for further use. We also
implemented a prototype to sync sketched content created
on tablets with this application. It provided more extensive
functionality, such as multi-page support or a back-channel.
While the standalone application is nicely decoupled and
provides a clear interface, it is cumbersome to use when
large amounts of pages have to be copied individually.

Figure 2: A separate application
provides possibility for presenting
content written on digital paper.

1https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jQx3_HqRM1E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jQx3_HqRM1E


Mailpipe
An initial attempt of the concept Mailpipe was implemented
in Idea Playground2 [9] (see Figure 3). It featured a re-
tractable panel at the top of the whiteboard that included
a downsized version of user-generated items. Using space
underneath the top border followed the lessons learned in
[4] that the top and bottom space is not extensively used.
While following this insight in a comprehensive way, the
design was difficult to use in practise. A fixed horizontal
user element over the entire length of a digital whiteboard
were simply not flexible enough for the affordances in a col-
laborative environment. It required considerable physical
movement to have a look at all the assets. Moreover, in a
multi-user scenario people were occasionally blocking each
other. The described insights lead to the development of a
new vertical user control called SlidingGate, which besides
acting as an input box for incoming content, should also
work as a personal or localized interface on a collaborative
device.

Figure 3: The Mailpipe is a
horizontal panel at the top of the
whiteboard, which contains various
synced assets (website snippets,
pictures, digital sticky notes).

SlidingGate
There are two reasons for the vertical form factor of the
SlidingGate (see Figure 4): First, the easier accessibility of
the control as it is not placed at the periphery of the board;
second, the fact that it mitigated the need for moving along
the board when looking through the assets. Moreover, the
occupied space would not be used otherwise anyway, as
users do not tend to be stacked on top of each other. Con-
sequently the SlidingGate is designed to run in multiple
instances, each controlled by an individual person. Its first
version was developed for the visual asset management
system IdeaArchipelago3. Thus, it featured a number of
possibilities to access external data. Besides digital paper,
it also supports images, videos, and other documents from

2https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eNpALhz_vnE
3https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mRRyiGrLR1U

synced mobile devices or the file system, as well as on-
line image search. Meanwhile the SlidingGate is used in a
number of applications and proved itself to be a very useful
control. However, it remains a bin that requires a user to get
actively involved in placing assets, which can be cumber-
some for a large number of assets.

Figure 4: The SlidingGate was
developed as general solution for
external data that is not placed yet.

Direct Placement
Besides the placement in a bin that requires additional user
interaction to place or drag the item at the desired spot
on the actual working canvas, we also tried to come up
with ways to place objects directly. While this can easily
be imagined and considered very useful in an initial brain-
storming to collect idea on an empty canvas, it becomes
much more difficult to when user placed content already
exists, as it then is unclear where to place newly created
items. Moreover, the act of placing can serve as a collabo-
rative recap on how to understand and interpret the asset.

Shared Canvas
Many online tool (e.g. Muraly4) avoid the problem of send-
ing and placing assets altogether, as every client has full
control over the shared canvas. In the research project
IdeaGarden a similar web-based system named Archipelago
2.05 was developed, that incorporated mobile devices more
directly. While, in theory a shared canvas solves a number
of problems, in practise there are some pitfalls. If assets are
placed in public on a collaborative device, spectators are
aware of where the asset is put. While it can save time to
do this placement individually on a personal device, placed
assets are often not touched, moved, or categorized by oth-
ers any more to not act impolite. Possible ways to escape
this standoff is a template for categorization, an explicit set
of social rules, or extensive communication.

4https://mural.ly/
5http://idea-garden.org/archipelago-2-0/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eNpALhz_vnE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mRRyiGrLR1U
https://mural.ly/
http://idea-garden.org/archipelago-2-0/


DISCUSSION
Over the last five years, the above described concepts were
implemented in various applications, which were frequently
used within our lab and by numerous partner companies
(10+) and governmental entities. Based on their feedback
and our own experience we summarize our insights. The
different implementations are hard to compare directly,
however, the one we currently use most often is the Slid-
ingGate. Its vertical form factor and the possibility to run
multiple instances makes it ideal for very large boards and
the direct integration in the application makes the transfer
simple. However, the design lacks collaborative viewing and
presentation capabilities that characterized the dedicated
viewer. While direct placement can be very helpful when
performing individual idea generation, it might be prob-
lematic to use it only for this purpose and fall back to other
methods when content already exists, as this could con-
fuse users. While we are sceptical about the shared canvas
approach in asynchronous scenarios, it might work when
being used in a co-located space in combination with a ad-
ditional support on visualizing performed actions or when
the group is very good at communicating their actions.

Generally the choice of the interaction method is strongly
dependent on the use case. Although it is difficult to make
general statements we try to summarize a few guidelines:

• Physical Accessibility — Access with only little hori-
zontal movement on the board minimizes the chance
of users blocking each other.

• Minimal Number of Actions — A low number of re-
quired actions when transferring content increases
efficiency and avoids repetitiveness.

• Visibility of Content — A free line of sight and a suffi-
cient size provides the possibility for users not at the
whiteboard to also understand the content and pro-
vides the possibility for spontaneous presentations.

• Awareness of Action — Observing a person placing
an asset leads to an implicit understanding that an
idea came up and what happened to it.

• Shared Interaction — The possibility for multiple peo-
ple to interact increases efficiency and perceived in-
volvement, while it requires users to communicate
about their actions.

Some of these guidelines, such as Awareness of Action
and Shared Interaction are hard to match with each other.
For this reason we think it is hard to find a general solution
to this issue. Nevertheless, we hope to see interesting ap-
proaches in the future.

CONCLUSION
In this abstract we presented our lessons learned on prac-
tises for transferring content between personal, mobile de-
vices and collaborative devices in digital environments. We
summarized different use cases and discussed various im-
plementations of our research group. Finally we compared
them in the discussion section and provided a set of five
guidelines to consider when implementing an integration of
mobile devices into digital environments.
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